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It is shown that the intersection numbers of a coherent configuration are closely 
related to the determinant of a generic matrix for the corresponding adjacency 
algebra. This is important as both concepts provide isomorphism invariants for 
graphs. 
The coherent configurations studied by Higman in [ 1 ] are of interest in 
graph theory because invariants for the isomorphism class of a graph are 
obtained in the intersection numbers of the unique minimal coherent 
configuration generated by the partition of V X V induced by the edge set E 
and the diagonal set V of the vertices of the graph. 
If A is the adjacency matrix of a labelled, directed graph r with vertex set 
V, one constructs the smallest algebra ~2 over C containing A, AT and the 
characteristic matrices of sets S c V x V which are maximal with respect to 
(i,j) and (k, 1) E S implies aij = ukl for all (a,.,) E & (1) 
These sets S form the partition of V X V which define a coherent 
configuration for r and their characteristic matrices (the 0, l-adjacency 
matrices of the graphs with edge sets S) generate &’ as a module over C. Let 
A,, AZ,..., A, be these matrices. Suppose X = C xiAi and Y = C yjAj are two 
generic matrices of ~4’. Then the intersection numbers are defined by 
XY = 1 aijkxiyjA, (2) 
They are clearly independent of the vertex numbering and so are 
isomorphism class invariants. The same is true of the characteristic 
polynomial det(xl- A) and also of det X, which certainly provides at least 
as much information as det(x1- A). The object of this paper is to show that 
the intersection numbers give a finer classification of graphs than does the 
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spectrum or indeed det X, and to investigate how much weaker is the 
classification using det X. 
Suppose that A i corresponds to Si c V x V. One may reasonably suppose 
that the numbers aiik are provided together with the partition of the sets Si 
into diagonal and off-diagonal subsets. From (2) if S, is a diagonal class 
with corresponding vertices V,, then Sin V, x V, = Si or 0 according as 
aidi = 1 = adii or not. Let Jd = C’Ai where the sum is restricted to those i 
with Sic V, x V,. This is the matrix with l’s in the block V, X V, and O’s 
elsewhere. Hence Ji = 1 ,!?,I Jd. Equating coefficients of A, using (2) yields 
the order of S, as C’aijd, where i, j satisfy Si, Sj c V, X V,. Using (2) 
again one can inductively obtain the coefficients wdl of each A, for the 
powers X’ (t < 1 VI). N ow trace(X’) = Cdwdl IS,/ for the sum over the 
diagonal classes. Newton’s formulae applied to the generic eigenvalues of X 
consequently yield det X. 
THEOREM. The intersection numbers determine the determinant of a 
generic matrix in the adjacency algebra. 
Conversely, assume that det X is given together with, as before, the 
partition into diagonal and off-diagonal sets. Let 3 be the algebra over @ 
generated by Bi = AT for 1 < i < r. This is the algebra of the graph TT with 
adjacency matrix B = AT. Its intersection numbers satisfy b,, = ajik and its 
generic matrix is Y = Cx,B, = XT. Because det Y = det X, the determinant 
cannot distinguish aijk from ujik. However, it will be shown that aijk + ajik is 
determined by det X. 
Let {S,l d E D} be the collection of diagonal sets with corresponding 
partition V = U deD Vd. We will treat det X as a polynomial in the variables 
xd(d E 0). The unique term z of highest degree has the form JJ,,,xp and 
yields / S,I = rd for d E D. For X = (x,,), the coefficient of zxi ’ xj ’ for 
i,jED is -2-‘C re~iCsEVj~rS~S,.= - $Ck~ijJS~Ixkxkt where s,J=s,T= 
{(r, s) j (s, r) E S,} defines k’, 6 = 1 or 0 according as i =j or not, and 
6,, = 1 or 0 according as S, c (Vi x Vj) U ( Vj x Vi) or not. This pairs S, 
with Sr, establishes when S, = St and so yields I S,/ for all k. 
The block of S, is nearly determined: either Vi X Vj or Vj X Vi for i, j as 
above. Make an arbitrary choice of S, c Vi x Vj for one such triple (i,j, k) 
with i# j. This fixes the precise block of all other classes as follows: The 
action of X on Cl” = C[v E V] induces an action on the subspace CL 
(r= IDI) with b asis {CveVduld E D} which is described by the matrix X 
with entries yde = 1 Vel-l(CraYdCsEY, x,,). Because the variables in each 
block are distinct, det 2 is an irreducible factor of det X with degree r. Set 
x, = 0 if S,n Vd x V, = 0 for all d E D, and x, = 1 if S, c V, X V, for 
some dE D but s @ D. Then detX specialises to ndeD(xd-- 1)“‘‘-’ 
(xd + / V,l - 1) and det X can be recognised as that factor which specialises 
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to J&&x~ + 1 V,i - 1). Now S, c Vi x VU V x Vj if, and only if, det 2 
does not contain a term with the product x,xk for i, j, k as chosen above. A 
couple of applications of this produces the block of every class S, subject to 
the choice mentioned. 
For the intersection numbers auuw where u or v E D and us 6G D it is clear 
that aiww = awjw = 1 for S, c Vi x Vj and auvw = 0 otherwise; and if k E D, 
then auuJk = /S,I 1 S,I -’ for S, c V, x V with auuk = 0 otherwise. Any other 
intersection numbers contribute to the coefficient of z(x~x,~x~) ~ ’ in det X for 
some i, j, k E D. This coefficient is obtained by looking at 3 x 3 submatrices 
of X which include the three diagonal elements xi, xj, xk and equals 
where p is the number of distinct indices among i, j, k; the sums are 
restricted to off-diagonal classes (i.e., u, v, w @D); and S,, = ST defines u’, 
u’, and w’. Symmetry in (3) for U, v, w ensures that 
lS,la L’wuI = ISula,vuu~ = ISwtlauu,,.~ and auL,,,, = ~,l,,~,,.~, (4) 
For p > 1 the blocks Vi x Vj, Vj x V, and V, x Vi are distinct and so 
z(xixjx,)- l x,x,x, has coefficient I S,I uUUwt. This determines the inter- 
section numbers except on diagonal blocks because those uur,,, not satisfying 
S, c Vi x Vj, S, c Vj x Vk and S, c V, x Vi for some i, j, k E D with u, v, 
w & D are necessarily zero. 
Taking p = 1 in (3) and letting 4 be the number of distinct indices among 
U, v, w yields the coefficient 
(4 - 4)! -l I~wl(%wv’ + %uw’) (5) 
for ZX;~X,X,X,,, by virtue of (4). The intersection numbers for the diagonal 
blocks obtained via (5) are the only ones that cannot be individually ascer- 
tained once the choice of block for one off-diagonal S, is made. If the alter- 
native choice holds so that all the classes S, have been associated with the 
transpose of their correct block, then auuw and avulv have to be interchanged 
throughout. However, in either case auuw + auu,,, is known. 
THEOREM. The determinant of a generic matrix in the adjacency algebra 
determines the sums aijk + ajik of pairs of intersection numbers. 
Let && be the algebra given by the block V, x V,. Then dd is 
commutative if, and only if, au”,,, = avuw for all relevant u, v, w. In particular, 
this is the case when the rank or number of classes S, c V, x V, is 
sufficiently small. Whenever J&’ itself is commutative, the aUu,,. can therefore 
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all be found. Thus the intersection numbers and det X determine each other. 
For the important case when r is a regular (unlabelled) graph, ~8 is simply 
the algebra generated by the adjacency matrix A and the all l’s matrix J. So 
~8’ is commutative and det X yields the same class of graphs as do the inter- 
section numbers. 
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